Preschool Service Blueprint

NEW SERVICES FOR STRENGTHENING PARENT TEACHER TRUST AND COMMUNICATION

Touchpoints

PARENT ACTIONS

Before Onboarding

ONBOARDING

POST ONBOARDING

Parent 

hears about the
school from a
colleague or
google search

Parent calls the
school and sets
up an inquiry
appointment

Parent visits the
school

Parent confirms
or declines to
enrol.

Parent visits the
school and
confirms the
admission. Pays
the initial
amount.

Parent is introduced
to the school app and
how it functions.
Details of family
doctor, allergies,
mdical conditions,
emergency contact
number are filled

Parent opts for
the van service

Parent pays the
1st installment
of the van
through the app

Parent gets a
notification on
the app about
the arrival of the
school kit and
uniform

Parents attends
the orientation
and enjoys it.
Learns a lot from
it. Meets other
parents

Parents prepare
for the first day

Word of mouth
by current
school parents,
online/ offline
Promotion by
the School


Conversation
with the admin

Customer
greeting. The
school and
facilities.

Conversation
with the admin

School,
coversation with
Bharti and the
Parent

The app,

Phone call

App

App

Parents get a

Directions sent
on the app

Bharti confirms
the admission

Bharti makes the
invoice on the
app and decides
the payment
plan with the
parent

Bharti explains
how the app
functions and
helps the parent
set it up and fills
all the details

Bharti explains
them the
process and
send a message
on the app

Bharti send a
notification to
pay the van fees

Bharti sends a
message to the parent
to collect the toolkit
and uniform.They can
have the oprion of
collecting it during the
orientation day.

A nutritionist and a child
pscyologist is invited to at
the orientation. Apart from
this, rules and regulations
are discussed, the working
of the school, how
communication works and
events that will happen
throught the year

Bharti sends a warm
message to all the parents
along with a few tips on how
to prepare themselves and
their children for the first
day

conversation
with Bharti

conversation
with Bharti

notification
about the
orientation

Parents checks
the app to see
the location of
the van

Parents recive daily
updates from the
school. The syllabus
and day to day
activities that are
conducted.

Parents conduct the
activities that are
supposed to be
conducted at home on
a daily basis, record
them and uplod it on
the app

Parents chat
with the
teachers

Parents attend
the 2nd
orientation,
which is more
like a discussion
and a PTM

Parent reads
articles and
resources on the
app.

Parent
messages the
school head to
have a
conversation

Parent gives
feedback about
services and the
teacher

Parent visits the
school and talk
about their
profession

Parent visits the
school for a
subject matter
talk on parenting

Parent attends
Individual PTMS
to talk about
their child’s
progress

Parent pays the
2nd installment

App

App, interaction
on the app
between the
teacher and the
parent

App, interaction
on the app
between the
teacher and the
parent

App, interaction
on the app
between the
teacher and the
parent

School, app,
teachers

App, interaction
on the app
between the
teacher and the
parent

App,
conversation
with the school
owner

App

School,
teachers,
conversation
with the
teachers, Bharti
and the children

School,
conversation
with the SME,
teachers, Bharti

School,
conversation
with teachers,
Bharti

Notified via the
app

Teachers send daily
updates, photos, videod and
communicate with the
parents

Teachers direct the parents
in what kind of activities
they can conduct at home

Teachers directly chat with
the parents

The orientation is headed by
Bharti and the classroom
teacher

Parent

The SME leads the
discussion along with Bharti

Teachers

Frontstage staff

Line of interaction

Bharti promotes offers
for a discount for
refrel to another
family to enrol and
asks parents to write
google reviews

Bharti has a
conversation with the
parents and gives
them details about the
school

Bharti greets the parent and
asks them to have a seat in
the cabin. She explains them
the sylabus, functioning of
the school, the vision,
mission and shows them
around. She tells them the
fee structure & other
facilities

Support processes

Backstage staff

Line of visibility

School head
trains her to talk
about the refrel
and promotion
and marketing

Backstage staff
gives some juice
or water

Teachers and
didis

Training provided to the admin (Bharti )

Didis

Training provided to the teachers by the admin

The school head has a
conversation with the
Parents

Decision

After the school starts

- Finalises a school

- Makes an effort into explaining the
functioning and core values of the
school

- Understands parents expectations

- Organised Planning
and keeping a record

- Visits the school
again for the
orientation

- Organised Planning

- Registers for using
school transportation

- Explains the Process
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School

Actions

- Visits the school the
collect uniform and
school kit

ol

- Hears from friends, sees an
online post, google search, sees
an ad outside, reads from
newspaper

- Arrived at the school to look look
around last time and makes the
decion of choosing this school

- Fills a form

-Pays some amount-considers
school tranport

ho

- Phone inquiry to know more

- Compare and evaluate alternatives

- Reaching out for getting reviews

- Visits the school

- Arrived at the school to look around and inquire

- Considered the location, price, facilities. 

- Decided to enroll after comparing

Sc

- Find the best school

- To see if this school ticks all the boxes

- Register for the
school van

l

Parent 

Actions

- Find a good preschool for their
kid close to their home

- To recieve the school
kit and uniforms
effortlessly

- To understand the
functioning of the
school and meet the
teachers at the
orientation

- Understand what is
being taught at school

- Visits the school or
calls the Admin

- Encourages and talks
in detail

- To go out with the
child

- Pick up or drop off
their kid sometimes

- Informs the person in
charge of
transportation

- Parents wants the
child to be able to
write in English and
progress like other
children

- To see photos and
videos of their child
doing activities in
school

- Messages the school
on whatsapp, sees on
facebook

- Blames the school
and puts pressure on
the teacher

- Posting on Facebook
and broadcasting
messages

- Tries to do what the
parent says
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Before the school starts

Customer 

Goals

Lo yalt y

Service

W

Consideration

Awareness

- Clear communication
relating to any
financial matters

- Clear communication
about any events at
school

- Paying the fees/
financial planning

- Preparing for the
event

- Calls or whatsapps

- Notifying and giving
clear directions

- Happy and satisfied
with the services
provided by the school

- leaves 5 star
review

- Tells 2 other
colleagues
about the
school


- Thanks the Parents

